AQUADRAIN® 10X
LEED™ PRODUCT INFORMATION

AQUADRAIN 10X drainage composite consists solely of a polystyrene core and polypropylene geotextile filter fabric and contains no Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). Aquadrain has been successfully used to provide positive drainage on thousands of projects worldwide.

MANUFACTURING LOCATION
CETCO certifies that AQUADRAIN 10X drainage composite is manufactured in Atlanta, GA. If your project falls within a 500-mile radius of this location, the product is considered to be a locally produced material and can help contribute to earning Materials & Resources - Credit 5.1.

RECYCLED CONTENT
CETCO certifies that the core of AQUADRAIN 10X drainage composite is manufactured with 90% post-consumer material recycled content. The geotextile does not contain pre-consumer or post-consumer material. Please note that this recycled content figures are not absolute. Day to day variations in manufacturing operations will result in minimal variations from the above listed figure. As over 50% of the product is recycled content, AQUADRAIN 10X can help to contribute to earning Materials & Resources - Credit 4.1 and Credit 4.2.

VOC CONTENT
CETCO certifies that AQUADRAIN 10X contains 0 g/L Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs).